In this work, the seamlessly switch systems between shore electricity and ship electricity of dual frequency mode (50Hz-60Hz and 50Hz-50Hz) is proposed. It is mainly used in the power supply of ships (Abbreviated as SEG) which stay in the port, and the problem that the grid needs to be disconnected when the ship is provided with electricity from the shore electricity is resolved. Firstly, the phase locked loop (Abbreviated as PLL) control model is established in seamlessly switch systems between shore electricity and ship electricity of dual frequency mode. Secondly, the V/f control model of seamlessly switch system is established, and the frequency (f) follow is implemented in seamlessly switch systems combined with the phase locked loop control model. At last, the P/Q control model of seamlessly switch systems is proposed. The load power is transferred from the ship's generator to the shore electricity grid combined with phase locked loop control model. The power supply between the shore electricity which is 50Hz and the ship electricity which is 50Hz or 60Hz is achieved according to the grid technology research. Keywords: the seamlessly switch system; shore electricity; ship electricity; dual frequency mode; the phase -locked loop control model; the V/f control model; the P/Q control model.
INTRODUCTION
The technology of ship-shore power is that ships shut down their own diesel generator and get their power from the shore power supply (abbreviated as SPS) to use for the pump working, communications ventilation, lighting and other facilities during their port [1] . The system has the advantages of energy saving and environmental protection, which can effectively reduce emissions, the noise caused by the operation of generating units, costs etc.
Take the power supply that the ferryboat is docked in Poland and Sweden ports in 2012 for example. It ported in Poland port for 3 hours and in Sweden port for 7 hours every day, the cost of ship/shore electricity in Sweden and Poland is 724/356 dollars, 1759/678 dollars respectively. Thus it will save 1449 dollars per day when the power supply is switched to shore ________________________ electricity from ship electricity through the above data [2] . However, the Maritime AB's advisory report that the indirect costs caused by exhaust emissions and noise generated are more than 10 times the direct cost when Marine generator burned diesel in EU port. If 80% of ports are adopted the way that the anchored ship access the shore electricity, the energy-saving economic efficiency can be reached more than 1.9 billion Yuan annually and the social benefits of the port environmental protection will be more significant in China [3] . The government and its transport departments, shipping enterprises and port enterprises have vigorously promoted the use of on-shore electricity for the advantages of the above mentioned ports.
In the process of promoting shore electricity, there are some problems. Firstly, before the ships parked at the port are accessed shore electricity, the ship's generator needs to be shut down and then ship electricity is accessed shore electricity. When the ship needs to leave, it disconnects SPS and start the ship generator again. The two electric power grid switching process is very time-consuming. When power is turned on again, it would take six hours to reset the compass. In addition, the process that the data of the equipment on the ship is reset is very cumbersome when power is turned on again. The ship scheduled sailing time will be delay. Secondly, because the equipment that is alternate to each other in the cabin will be start at the same time when the ship generator is shut down and the ship is re-powered by SPS. The danger is exited in the equipment. Thirdly, the grid standards of SEG and SPS are also very different. According to the statistics provided by International Maritime Organization, the 460v/60Hz electricity system is adopted by more than 60% of the international shipping ships; 400v/50Hz electricity system is used on shore electricity supply in domestic. Due to the ship power station greatly vary from the generator control, it is still a great deal of technical difficulties in completing the seamless connection between 50Hz-shore electric 60Hz-ship electric [4] . Therefore, the ships ported at the dock are unwilling to shore and SPS is difficult to popularize after ships are docked the port [5] .
In view of the defects and the technical difficulties of SPS currently, a method of shore electric seamless switch double-frequency ship electric is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the working principle of seamless switch between shore electric (50Hz) and ship electric (50Hz/60 Hz) is studied. Secondly, the PLL control model of the ship's Island power network is set up. Thirdly, the "V/f" control model that shore electric is seamless switched to ship electric is established. Frequency consistent between shore electric and ship electric is realized, combined with PLL control model. Finally, the "P/Q" model is established. Combine with the PLL control model, the load power is transferred to SPS from the ship's generators. Thus the method is shown that the shore electricity (50Hz) could supply power to double frequency shore electricity (50Hz/60Hz).
THE WORKING PRINCIPLE OF DOUBLE-FREQUENCY SHORE ELECTRIC POWER SEAMLESSLY SWITCH SHIPS

Schematic diagram of shore electric power network line
In this system, SEN Grid includes SEN transformer, the rectifier inverter, the 50Hz line, the 60Hz line, the public line and the control line. One end of the on-shore transformer is used to connect SEG supply while the other end is connected with the rectifier inverter end and the first switch of the 50Hz line. The other end of the rectification inverter is connected with the second switch of the 50Hz line and the 60Hz line third switch; The public line which consists of the 50Hz and the 60Hz line is to achieve the docking of SPS system and SEG. Their relation is shown as Figure 1 . 
The circuit diagram of SPS
In this system, the 50Hz line is composed of the first switch K 1 , the second switch K 2 , the first inductance L 1 , the second inductance L 2 , the fourth inductance L 4 and the first capacitor C 1 ; The 60Hz lines includes the third switch K 3 , the third inductance L 3 , the five inductance L 5 and the second capacitor C 2 ; The public line includes first resistance R 1, the inductance L 6 and the fourth switch K 4 ; The control circuit includes an inner loop controller and an outer loop controller, wherein the outer loop controller comprises a "V/f" controller, a "P/Q" controller and a phase locked loop controller. The above mentioned on-shore electric circuit distribution as shown in Figure 2 . 
WORKING STEPS OF DUAL-FREQUENCY SPS SEAMLESS SWITCH SEG ARE AS FOLLOWS
(1) The Onshore Electric Power Network which includes the onshore electric transformer and the rectifier inverter is connected with SPS and SEG respectively, then the SPS line is selected as 50Hz or 60Hz line according to the standard of SEG.
(2) The internal loop control method and outer loop control method are adopted for rectifying inverter. Among them, the outer loop control method adopts the "V/f" control method to convert the target frequency of the ship generator to the output target frequency of the off-shore transformer, at the same time, the PLL control method is used to control the output frequency and the output voltage of the rectifier inverter.
(3) The external loop control method of rectification inverter is converted from the "V/f" control method to the "P/Q" control method. It takes the real-time load power of the ship power grid as the target power while controls the frequency and the voltage of the ship generator at the same time to carry on the power transfer, then the output power of the rectifier inverter is increased and the output power of the ship generator is decreases; Meanwhile，the PLL method is also used to control the output current of the rectifier inverter.
(4) When the output power of the ship is lowered to the preset power, the ship generator is closed.
USING THE TEMPLATE CONTROL MODEL OF PLL FOR SHIP ISLAND POWER NETWORK
The PLL controller is respectively connected with the fourth inductance L 4 , the first resistance R 1 , the fifth inductance L 5 and the first resistance R 1 , which is used to obtain the component of the voltage on a, b and c axes and control the output frequency, the output voltage of the rectifier inverter. The rectifier inverter processor is connected with the PLL controller and the rectifier inverter, which is to obtain the phase angle frequency input into the PLL controller.
In line with the theory of PLL control, when the frequency of input is changed, entering the output of the three phase PLL is still the data that its frequency and phase as same as the output signal. Under the condition of DC offset, three-phase asymmetry and harmonic distortion, the three-phase PLL has good anti-interference ability. Refer to the following formula, θ is the output voltage phase angle of the rectifier inverter, θ pll is the output of PLL, and ω ff , θ ff are the target value respectively:
Suppose that K p.pll is a phase-locked loop proportional coefficient, K i.pll is the PLL integral coefficient and ω ff is theoretical angular frequency, ω pll is the angle frequency of output voltage of rectifier inverter, ω ff =2*π*60hz.PLL control method is used to obtain phase-locked loop output θ pll , the specific formula is as follows: 
The PLL control method is used to obtain the θ pll by the phase-locked loop output, which is transmitted to the pulse width modulator PWM, then to the rectifier inverter to stabilize the output frequency and the voltage of the rectifier inverter. Assuming that the output current value of the rectifier inverter is i 1 
V/F CONTROL MODEL OF SHIP ISLAND POWER NETWORK
Based on the "V/f" control theory of rectifier inverter, the "V/f" control consists of the current inner ring and the voltage outer ring, the main coefficients are as follows [6] : the current loop proportional coefficient K pi , the integral coefficient K ii , the voltage ring proportional coefficient K pv and the integral coefficient K iv ; Set the load equivalent resistance is R, the equivalent reactance is x and the filter inductance is L s . The output current of rectifier inverter is not counted while the capacitance filter is i d =i q =i. i d ,i q is along d,q-axis components respectively.
Set the reference value of the voltage ring is U ref , its d, q-axis component is U dref and U qref respectively as input. The output voltage of the rectifier inverter is v, its d, q-axis component is v d and v q as output, and the system equation is the following formula:
If set a point A between the second connection end of the second inductance L 2 and the second connection end of the third inductance L 3, then the output current value of the rectifier inverter at point A is obtained is set to i 1 , its d, q axes are calculated by the "V/f" control theory base to i 1d and i 1q . Setting B points between the fourth inductance L 4 and the first resistor R 1 , the fifth inductance L 5 and the first resistor R 1 , the output voltage value of the rectifier inverter at point B is v and the current value is i 2 respectively. Wherein, the voltage v includes a, b, c-axis component v a , v b , v c , the current value i 2 includes its d, q-axis component i 2d , i 2q , and the voltage v includes its d, q axis component v d , v q , combining with the voltage ring reference value ɷ and the voltage ring reference value U ref , the current loop reference value i dref , i qref are adopted the "V/f" control method to obtain and the specific formula as follows:
From the formula above, θ is the output voltage phase angle of the rectifier inverter, the K pv is the proportional coefficient of the voltage ring and the K iv is the voltage loop integral coefficient. The v sd and v sq are obtained by the Inner loop control method; the specific formula is as follows:
Among them, the K pi is the current loop proportional coefficient, the K ii is the current loop integral coefficient, and L s is the filter inductance. According to the v sd and the v sq , its a, b and c axis are v a , v b , v c respectively, outputting them to the pulse width modulator PWM and then to the rectifier inverter last, the target frequency of the ship generator is converting to the output frequency of the off-shore transformer is realized.
"P/Q" CONTROL MODEL OF SHIP ISLAND POWER NETWORK
According to the "P/Q" control theory of rectifier inverter, the maximum utilization of intermittent power supply is realized by "P/Q" control in the micro-network [7] . 
Assuming that P ref is the reference value of active power, the Q ref is the reference value of var, K pp is the proportional coefficient of active control, K pq is the proportional coefficient of reactive control, K ip is the integral coefficient of active control, and the K iq is the integral coefficient of the reactive power control. The "P/Q" control method obtains the reference value of current i dref , i qref respectively, then get the specific formula through the "P/Q" control theory as follows: 
